CABF SCWG summary

F2F Meeting 58 – Ottawa, Canada
Balloting

- **Ballots**
  - Under consideration
    - SC59: Revival of Debian Weak Keys
    - SCXX: SLO/Response for CRL & OCSP Responses – On hold
  - SCXX: Make OCSP optional, require CRLs
  - Under discussion
    - SC62: Certificate profiles
  - Failed
    - SC60: Membership of ZT Browser
  - Passed
    - SC56: 2022 Cleanup
    - SC58: Required distribution point in sharded CRLs
    - SC61: Incorporation of Mozilla Revocation Reason Codes
Updates done since last F2F

• Change of Chair and Vice-chair as per ballot SC55 and SC57
• A cleanup in 2022 represented in ballot SC56 and created BRs v1.8.5 and EVGs v1.8.0 (current version)
• Requiring a distribution point in sharded CRLs as per ballot SC58 and created BRs v1.8.6 (current version)
• Incorporated the Mozilla CRL revocation reason codes into the BRs as per ballot SC61. To create BR v1.8.7
Validation SC summary

- Certificate Profiles
- SKIs in subscriber certificates
- LEIs
- Policy qualifiers
- SC agenda:
  - Applicant vs Applicant representative
  - Certificate usage/issuance flows
    - ACME
    - CDN
    - Traditional hosting provider
    - Cloud provider
    - Reseller/partners
To be discussed

- SCWG and Validation SC calls
  - History and tasks
  - Timing
  - Change?

- SCWG GitHub numbers
  - 76 open discussions/issues in GitHub
  - 9 open Pull Requests in GitHub

- Alignment/integration of the EVGs into the BRs and be RFC 3647 compliant
  - Avoid inconsistencies
That's all Folks!